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ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING PROJECTS VISITED BY  
Pro AVL MEA last year was the new National Museum of Qatar 
in Doha. The building is unique for many different reasons, 
from its unusual shape to the way it crafts a journey for visitors 
through its meandering walls and interwinding corridors. Not 
least, NMoQ boasts an audiovisual system unrivalled by similar 
institutions in the region. But, at the time of Pro AVL MEA’s last 
visit, there was even more work to be done. When it opened to 
the public in 2019, 10 of the 11 gallery exhibits had been fully 
realised, but there was an empty space left at the end of the tour.
Designed by celebrated, Pritzker Award-winning French 

architect and company Ateliers Jean Nouvel, the museum 
traces the history of the peninsula nation from its earliest 
times through to the modern day. Visitors take a journey 
through a labyrinth of large, irregularly shaped wall, ceiling and 
floor panels that characterise the overall museum design. Jean 
Nouvel’s inspiration for the unusual structure comes from the 
desert rose crystal, a flower-like aggregate of mineral crystals 
occurring only in arid coastal regions. But the result is a 
systems integrator’s nightmare. No two walls are parallel.
Involved with the project from its initial stages, AV integrator 

Techno Q has overseen the installation of complex, 
multichannel audio, lighting and video displays with filmed 
themes depicting different aspects of modern Qatar that 
mutate dynamically across the walls, ceiling and floor, 
transporting the visitors across the realms of sensory 
elements. The latest exhibit, Gallery 11, was opened to visitors 
at the end of 2019 and highlights the saga of the country’s 
perseverant march into the future, as led by the ruler of Qatar, 
HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani.

“While the interior architecture is so typically 
asymmetrical – owing to the characteristically 
curved and interlocking discs meshed in 
cantilevered angles – the idea to impose 
multi-sensory museography imagery around 
large, mutating, mirror-finish panels of irregular 
dimensions posed a potential challenge for 
us to achieve a seamless and immersive AV 
integration,” explains Techno Q project manager, 
Ahmed Marei.

The projection options explored by the architect – 4K rear 
projection and LCD panels – were considered to be unfeasible 
by Techno Q since rear projection required operable space 
behind the screens, which the unusual interior shape made 
impractical. The LCDs did not allow for the desired brightness, 
seamlessness and scalability Techno Q was after.
“For rear projection, even a UST model didn’t seem to work 

since it had the risk of projecting ‘hot spots’ rendering the 
images unpleasant,” furthers Marei. “For LCDs, apart from 
limitations of resolution and fixed size, the bezel structure 
would undo the seamlessness of the image.”

Techno Q explored new technologies and examined the visitor 
experience concerning the content visibility guideline. Given the 
nature of the setting and client requirements, it was decided that 
bringing in modular LED display solutions appeared to justify the 
content. The integrator, therefore, suggested deploying an LED 
screen solution with 1.9mm pixel pitch since it allowed, due to 
its smaller cabinet size, customisation to match the irregular 
surface dimensions, as well as meet the resolution requirements. 
Additionally, ease of install was superior to the previous options. 
However, the LED also posed a challenge for serviceability, as 
front accessibility was hindered by the large mirror-glass panels. 
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Techno Q devised a sliding “rail system” that allows movement of 
panels backwards without having to be moved out. “It proved an 
effective service solution,” notes Marei.
“We collaborated with Daktronics to create a customised 

LED configuration using module-based displays and staging 
experts Gerriets GmbH for the sliding mechanism. Four Dataton 
WATCHPAX 60 media servers with eight outputs each collaborate 
with 2SI and SQD pixel mapping technologies routed to the 

screens via a 64x64 I/O 3Gb/ss HD NVISION Grass Valley 
CR6464-3GIG system. The Dataton Master media server 
generated and distributed time codes for audio and lighting 
outputs ensuring the seamless flow of content,” explains 
Techno-Q commissioning manager, Saad Afzal.
Themed lighting from ROSCO was explored to accentuate the 

lighting ambience and was augmented by Crestron and Medialon 
systems via a DMX protocol. Meyer Sound’s D-Mitri platform 
was used to create the multichannel audio effect providing the 
required flow in the immersive environment.

“With brilliantly glowing LED video from the front, aurally 
pleasing audio from the top and bottom and mood-setting 
lighting from within, all working in tandem, in a very dramatic 
architectural setting, Gallery 11 is all about guiding visitors 
through a multi-sensory experience and leaving them with 
strong memories about Qatar as it stands today and into the 
future,” concludes Marei. “The dramatisation of mirror-finish 
interiors, all-encompassing sounds and the appeal of using 

the right amount and movement of light elevates the visitor 
experience from the physical into an imaginary realm, while 
the blending of display content onto the floors and ceilings 
allures guests into an irresistible engagement.”
Having been involved in the project right from the 

start, Techno Q has now been able to help re-envision 
the country’s progress all the way from inception to the 
present day.

www.technoq.com
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The installation’s limited space and complex angles 
provided a challenge

The exhibition is shown here under working lights for 
better clarity

Ahmed Marei Saad Afzal 
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THE ARTIST Series from Audiocenter has 
been created to provide a complete audio 
solution to a wide range of both touring and 
fixed applications. The T3 and T4 are wall-
mount speakers. The T3 comes with a 3-inch 
full-range driver and the T4 with a 4-inch full-
range driver and a soft-dome tweeter. Both 
support 70V/100V transformation and come 
with an additional transformer box attached 
to the speaker. The T6 and T8 are passive 
line arrays that can also be used as two-way, 
full-range, wall-mount speakers and feature a 
6-inch and 8-inch LF driver, respectively, and 
four soft-dome tweeters. 
The Artist Series also includes three column 

speakers. The T43 comprises four 3-inch 
full-range speakers, the T83 comes with eight 
3-inch speakers and the T65 consists of six 
5-inch speakers. Each unit supports 70V/100V 
transformation, comes with eight soft-dome 
tweeters and reportedly offers consistent 
vertical coverage without the narrow vertical 
beaming and out-of-coverage lobbing that are 
typical of straight form factor passive column 
speakers. 
Three models of subwoofer are also available. 

The TW8 and TW28 are wall-mount and flyable 
subwoofers with a single 8-inch LF driver 
and dual 8-inch LF drivers, respectively. The 
TW118 is a single 18-inch LF driver woofer. 
To supplement the system, four Class-D four- 

and eight-channel amplifiers with BrainCore 
technology support 70V/100V transformer 
output, while the T88D audio matrix processor 
has eight channels of analogue I/O and 
further supports four channels of Dante I/O 
connectivity.
The Artist T45-DSP is a compact, active line 

array system that consists of four 5-inch LF 
drivers and two 1-inch compression drivers. It 
features a two-way crossover design powered 
by an Audiocenter 1,600W Class-D amplifier 
module and also incorporates a BrainCore DSP 
processor with CORT correction technology and 
LIMITA processing. Finally, the Artist T115S-DSP 
bass-reflex subwoofer has been designed for 
LF support for the T45-DSP. It includes a single 
15-inch/dual 4-inch voice-coil customised driver 
with an Audiocenter 1,600W Class-D amplifier.

Audiocenter has also unveiled its K-LA12A, 
designed specifically for medium-sized 
venues. It has been optimised for an array 
of two or up to 16 cabinets, with each 
cabinet comprising a Beyma single 12-inch 
(3-inch voice coil) customised LF driver plus 
two Beyma 1.75-inch composite membrane 
customised HF drivers. The speaker provides 
100° horizontal and 15° vertical coverage 
depending on the length of the array. 
The K-LA118A has been designed to go 
alongside the K-LA12A and is a bass-reflex 
subwoofer with a single 18-inch/dual 4-inch 
outside voice coil with a long-excursion cone, 
driven by an Audiocenter 1,600W Class-D 
amplifier.

www.audiocenter.net

Audiocenter’s 
work of art
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irregularities in the otherwise omnidirectional response Compliance (V ) – are a set of electromechanical parameters that 
define the low-frequency performance of a loudspeaker driver. www.ap.com
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point source designs, we might even see a resurgence in development too, which will allow us to get the best out of 
our loudspeaker products. Julien has been a key player in 

www.nexo-sa.com

www.proavl-asia.com/videos/trade-shows
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couldn’t, but the team needs to hear that from the customers. 
So, I brought 3D models out to sound designers.’
Arguably, this is the most important part of the development 

process, argues Born. ‘As we get through the prototype stage, 
there’s certain checkpoints that we need to hit. We’re making 
decisions so fast, and we’re shutting these doors that can’t 
be opened again. When we’re alpha testing, that’s really all 
about locking down sound quality. You can’t go back. We had 
already locked in our sound quality for TwinPlex about three 
years ago, based on the part designs we’d made to start 
tooling up. So, once we’ve got a design and we think it’s 
going to work, we cross our fingers before we go and spend 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on tools to make this a 
production part,’ he says. ‘This is the process in between what 
we call “a working model” and “design model build”. A design 
model build is all from tooled parts. That is definitely the most 
stressful part of the entire development. You can’t really go 
back. Well, you can – but it’s expensive.’
If moving from a design model to a working model brought the 

most stress, it was the thorough market testing that arguably 
presented Born with his biggest challenge. ‘Every aspect of 

the design brought a different challenge. We did an awful lot 
of market testing with TwinPlex and having the patience to 
receive feedback, good and bad, to make those changes that 
you need to make, that’s both challenging and rewarding. But 
it means that I can go into a launch like this with complete 
confidence. I know that we did our homework on it. We could 
have released this thing two years ago,’ he adds, ‘but it would 
have been bigger, and it probably wouldn’t have sounded as 
good, and it wouldn’t have a cable this thin or all four colours. 
It just wouldn’t have been such a good portfolio.’
With the target for TwinPlex being the theatre market, 

Shure had already identified several key features it felt could 
differentiate the product. All of the aspects brought different 
challenges to the table, explains Born, ‘whether it’s the cable, 
the microphone yield or the feature set’. 

BUSINESS: R&D
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claims these systems are able to reproduce relatively dry 
audio in reverberant rooms, therefore increasing speech 
intelligibility. 
‘Lower feedback and reflection can also be achieved using 

planar waves, as the volume level is uniform over distance, 
so this does not increase that much when you move a mic 
closer to the system – reducing the feedback limit. As for 
conventional point source speakers, volume increases 
exponentially by getting closer to them, and so does the risk 
of feedback. Lower reflection is also made possible due to 
the high directivity. The directivity in the low-frequency band 
is a function of the system size.’  

Diverse application

At the moment, the applications for Orion are distinct and 
vast. ‘With this technology embedded in Orion, we really want 
to improve the listening experience in almost any situation by 
improved localisation, better intelligibility, uniform coverage 

and isolated soundfield with different contents from a central 
system. As a result, the applications really range from the 
creative to the pretty complex,’ clarifies Moreno. 
Transport terminals are one field Holoplot hopes to 

quickly dominate and it’s perhaps the clearest example of 
the potential of Orion to enhance speech intelligibility and 
directed sound in one of the most composite and hectic 
environments. 
Other applications range from museums – to create ‘focused 

sound objects and immersive soundscapes’ – to conferences, 
where higher levels of speech intelligibility and more even 
coverage are required. Retail spaces and art exhibitions are 
other integral markets for the technology, in order to create 
more immersive shopping experiences, and it’s one area that 
the start-up is keen to capitalise on in the Middle East. ‘So 
many projects are executed in the Middle East that follow 
architectural designs that result in high reverberation times, 
namely due to the use of glass, concrete and the design of 
larger rooms. Our technology, with its steering capabilities, 
provides effective solutions to create intelligible speech in 
these buildings,’ states Moreno. Other potentially strong 
markets for the company include Europe and Asia.
Holoplot is not coy on the business benefits it thinks its 

technology could offer. ‘There are lots of operational cost-
saving elements to this system – less speakers and/or less 
installation costs for immersive setups because less or no 
additional speakers are required,’ adds Moreno. ‘This solution 
provides unprecedented acoustic performance, cross-talk 
reduction and improved uniform coverage over entire audience 
areas with high levels of speech intelligibility. It’s not a system 
to sit back and enjoy music on, but it’s an important audio 
development for complex environments, where clear audio is 
paramount.’
That term ‘immersive’ is one that comes up many times in 

this industry. And even Moreno expresses concern over its 
frequent and incorrect use, at times being problematic for 
companies like Holoplot. 
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The illustration shows how Orion is being used to precisely 
direct audio
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were doing and then interviewing them after that. We were 
talking about how to mount miniature microphones, what the 
challenges are, the pains and their needs, and we came out 
with a huge amount of user input.’
Having collected and 

analysed this data, the 
manufacturer used it 
to create a light, yet secure 
headset that is easy to fit. Stability comes from a 3-point 
spring mechanism that essentially forms a tripod around 
the ear, while adjustable boom lengths and angles ensure 
that one size fits all. Finally, a simple 90° clip on the rear of 
the headset serves to provide security and strain relief for the 
mic cable.
‘We’ve had very positive feedback on the headset,’ notes 

René Mørch, product manager at DPA Microphones. ‘We 
showed users prototypes along the way and got feedback on 

that. They are thrilled to see that we 
have used some of the input that 
we got from the round the world tour 

from various industries to make it better.
‘The feedback that we get is that it fits perfectly and it can 

be adjusted easily,’ he continues. ‘With the benefits from 
security and strain relief that the clip on the back of the 
headset offers, it is one of those things where we wondered, 
why didn’t anyone think of this before?’
The headset was not the only accessory to benefit from the 

R&D user tour. ‘For the 6060 lavalier, we made a new version 
of the existing clip so that instead of taking the mic out, you 
can just lock it into a different position via a rotable design,’ 
says Mørch. ‘It has eight different positions so you can clip it 
anywhere.
‘Making sure it was practical was a key part,’ he continues. 

‘I thought that we should come up with more attachments 
than we ended up doing. But we found especially in the film 
business, these guys are real pros who know what they are 
doing and we couldn’t teach them anything. We can give them a 
good microphone but they know how to hide it. Why try to give 
them something that they have to have from us and if it breaks 
or someone forgets to get it out of a costume then they have to 
have a new one from us. The things that they are using you can 
literally just go down to a shop and pick up the bits you need. 

BUSINESS: R&D
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relation to its acoustic outline,’ notes Oliver Thomas. ‘But 
the best takeaway was looking at the type of engineering 
and design process for a company making products that will 
be used in a pretty harsh environment and going through 
the steps of validation and testing.’
The PMC sales and marketing team has already set its 

sights on the broadcast sector in Asia and Australasia and 
is banking on the result6 to make an impact in the region.
‘We will be looking at China quite aggressively, and I would 

expect the result6 to open a new market for us there,’ 
says international sales director, Miles Roberts, adding 
that unlike its European and American competitors, PMC 
is in the process of obtaining China CCC Certification – a 
mandatory product certification system with the aim of 
protecting consumer security – for result6. Not having a 
CCC can reportedly create import restrictions but PMC 
claims to have the edge in the country, having obtained the 
certification for previous products.
‘China is working out for us quite well,’ continues Mr 

Roberts. ‘We are expecting some significant movement with 
the result6. We already have pretty large pre-orders from 
DMT, our China and Hong Kong distributor, so we are just 
waiting for the CCC approval to come through to ship them.’
The big plans for Asia do not end there, with PMC also 

using result6 to tap into education for radio and television 
production technologies and classical recording. ‘We were 
already doing installations at around eight conservatoire-
type, educational establishments,’ continues Mr Roberts. ‘I 
see result6 as the point where the students can step into a 
brand like PMC. It is reachable and affordable as opposed 
to our other products. The result6 will give students that 
quality experience they will face in the real world.’ 
It has been a long and rocky road for PMC and result6 but, 

for Peter Thomas and his team, it was worth the wait and 
struggle. ‘In business, you allocate the R&D cost to each 
product by working out what the lifetime will be,’ explains 
Peter Thomas. ‘With the twotwos, the numbers that are 

going to be put to market are much smaller than with a 
product of result6’s price. Although the R&D cost is higher, 
the amount per speaker isn’t.’
Although the result6 will not have the exact same sound 

dynamics as its predecessors, it will share the one common 
trait that Peter Thomas – who started up the company 
back in 1991 with his partner Adrian Loader – always 

demands from his team. ‘We always strive for accuracy and 
neutrality,’ he says. ‘That’s the goal with all of our products. 
I suppose it is a little bit like high-resolution television. The 
detail gets better with the more money that is spent. If you 
listen to the result6 and put them against the twotwos, they 
will sound very similar in balance when you switch between 
them, which is important, but the difference will be that 
the twotwos will have more resolution, detail and be more 
analytical. And they should, because they cost a lot more.’
The result6 has broadened horizons for PMC with 

imminent and similar projects in the pipeline set to once 
again excite Peter Thomas and his team. 

www.pmc-speakers.com
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PMC’s international sales director Miles Roberts expects 
big things from result6 in China
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considerations were, what the volume of the room is, the 
distance for the seating positions. We’ve taken screen grabs of 
every elevation, plus an isometric, plus all the seating angles, 
polar coordinates, fields of view and viewing angles. It takes 
weeks to do something like this manually.’

Understandably the solution has garnered a lot of attention 
since its launch. And with many of the manufacturers on its 
database working across both the residential and commercial 
sphere, requests were soon being made for the software to be 
upscaled to handle larger rooms and speaker placement for 
3D audio applications such as Dolby Atmos. However, this was 
not a simple process.

‘It was lots and lots of subtle little things that we had to look at 
to do the big rooms,’ explains Mr Singleton. ‘We had to build a 
polar to Cartesian coordinate converter that changes the polar 
coordinates of smaller rooms into the Cartesian coordinates that 
you would use for larger spaces. It uses trigonometry to work out 
what the hypotenuse is, what the angle is and then it converts 
that to two Cartesian coordinates, which are how far along and 
how far up as compared to sitting and firing polar coordinates 
from something. Otherwise you could end up with a height 
channel on the wall whereas you really want it on the ceiling. It 
allows everything to track with the correct azimuth and tow.

‘The second thing was creating the capability to handle tiered 
seating,’ he continues. ‘We had to look at everything from polar 
response graphs to off-axis response and acoustical insertion 
points for the loudspeakers.’

The move has also seen specifications from a variety of new 
loudspeaker manufacturers added to TCD’s database. ‘We’ve 
been talking to people about their bigger, horn-loaded, much 
more professional systems,’ notes Mr Singleton. ‘It’s trying to 
address that commercial application aspect and, with this data, 
we are in a much better position to cover that commercial sphere.’

Mr Singleton is keen that the commercial addition to TCD 
does not cause confusion for his users. ‘I deal with people in 
the commercial sphere, I understand that it is very complex 
and they don’t want to sift through a database of nonsense. 

I want a database that is filtered so that they’re not confused 
by products and brands that are not applicable,’ he reasons. 
‘So with one button click, users can filter the database for just 
the professional ranges from the various speaker or projector 
manufacturers. That will make it a much more professionally 
driven commercial database.’  

With the solution now able to handle the added complexities 
of large-scale theatre design, Mr Singleton is quick to point 
to the potential benefits TCD can bring to a new marketplace, 
most notably in time savings. ‘Because I have been doing this 
a long time, I knew what a problem it was for me,’ he reflects. 
‘When you are doing 5.1 or 7.1 it’s easy. When you’re doing 32 
channels of discretely rendered audio, most people wouldn’t 

know where to put those channels, they wouldn’t even know 
what to do with them. 

‘The barrier to business for most people is the complexities of 
the design,’ he continues. ‘I can do a design in a minute-and-
a-half. I could run five designs using different manufacturers, 
different loudspeaker brands, different screens and projectors 
and present those to the client. If we get the job, that’s brilliant, 
and if we don’t I’ve only wasted 30 minutes.’

This has always been the key goal for TCD. Clients will make 
subjective choices but, with tools like TCD, missing out on a 
contract doesn’t have to be so painful.

www.thecinemadesigner.com
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The screen shot of a high render channel count immersive audio design
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One of the advantages of network blending is an immediacy 
for broadcasters. This kind of technology has the ability to 
communicate with the broadcaster’s auto-acquire system to 
simplify the satellite connection process. As such, news crews do 
not have to schedule satellite time, which saves them valuable 
set-up time and removes the constraint of broadcasting within a 
set period. 

Network blending delivers the required bandwidth to its users 
no matter what the external environment presents, taking the 
best attributes of both transmission paths – cellular and satellite 
IP – and fusing them into one. There should be no loss of 
connectivity when it switches between cellular and satellite and 
the operator in the field doesn’t have to worry about which they 
are connected to, because it happens automatically, so they can 
get on with their primary job of capturing the action. Crews can 
focus on setting up quickly and sending the live shot back to the 
broadcast facility. 

Most satellite vehicles with existing Ka-band or Ku-band 
satellite equipment can be upgraded for compatibility with 
network blending. As an example, a Newtec Dialog IP modem, 
configured for the service, is provided as part of the CellSat 
solution, which includes Dejero transmission and receiving 
equipment, software, connectivity services to the CellSat 
network, cloud management and support. Satellite time 
becomes freely available to boost bandwidth when needed. To 
achieve this, CellSat has been integrated with Newtec’s Mx-DMA 
technology as part of the Newtec Dialog platform. Mx-DMA 
combines SCPC and TDMA to flexibly manage bandwidth on 
demand, while avoiding fragmentation of the space segment.

To set up a network blending solution, the broadcaster can 
equip a vehicle with either a mobile transmitter or a rack-
mounted encoder – compatible cellular antennas and IP satellite 
modems – while satellite terminal equipment can be added 
at the broadcast facility and a receiver can reconstruct the 
transmitted video for SDI or IP playout. 

If a broadcaster chooses to go with CellSat for their network 
blending, the solution is managed from a browser through 

a cloud-based management system, which allows users to 
remotely control equipment, monitor live feeds, route content to 
the desired broadcast facility and view performance data and 
billing reports. 

A network blended architecture should be designed so that 
live pictures and sound are sent over whatever data bandwidth 
is available and delivered to whichever location or locations 
the broadcaster requires. As such, the system should be as 
applicable for live links between continents as it is across town. 

Anything that offers greater capacity provides opportunities for 
improved video quality and performance.

Network blending offers a new level of reliability by 
automatically combining cellular connectivity from multiple 
mobile network carriers with on-demand satellite connectivity, 
allowing broadcasters to get high-quality video transmitted in 
challenging network conditions. 

www.dejero.com
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Blending cellular and satelite signals can assist remote news teams
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different approach. US companies tend to drive to market as 
fast as they can and they’ll fix the issues later. That is not the 
way that Yamaha sells new products to its customers.’

While this first product has drawn deeply on the Yamaha 
quality process, Mr Reid believes that future collaborations 
will see other elements come to the fore. ‘We are getting 
the best out of both companies. We have a Yamaha quality 
control process that fits the broader Yamaha brand and 
we’re working out how we use that to be competitive in the 
ever-growing UC market. Is everything you need to do for 
a high-end piece of equipment what you need to do for a 
US$150 USB speakerphone? Probably not. That’s what we’re 
investigating now as we go forward. We’re discussing what 
really makes sense from a go-to-market perspective and 
establishing what customer expectations are.

‘This will be the first of many products on the collaborative 
side from the two companies,’ he continues. ‘We’re looking to 
further leverage our products. We have wireless microphones 
and Yamaha-built DSPs and other systems for mixing in very 

high-end audio applications. For higher-end rooms, you could 
imagine us combining our wireless and wired microphone 
technologies with some of their DSP technology to address the 
boardrooms of the world.’

But he is equally quick to point out that the collaboration 
could tackle conferencing products of any scale. ‘We 
can go down and up. They have power amps and speech 
reinforcement and all kinds of high-end audio equipment that 
we can leverage as we go up. And going down we have our USB 
phones and they have USB phones so there are a lot of places 
we can go together. USB phones, VoIP conferencing phones, 
peripherals that do everything – audio, video, data – we could 
cover the full spectrum of collaboration spaces.’

While that is for the future, Mr Reid can see a definite 
business case for the CS-700 now. ‘We’ve brought that to 
market for these smaller rooms where the use cases are very 

varied. You want to go in there and just make a phone call or 
you want to go in there and make a video call or you want to go 
in there and do nothing but put your slides up on the screen. 
Conference rooms everywhere get used like that all the time, 
especially in companies where they’ve created a lot of these 
smaller conference rooms.’

Importantly, Mr Reid also believes that the mission-critical 
nature of these spaces means that there is a potentially 
vibrant market. ‘People recognise that ease of use, time to 
start, and audio and video quality of meetings are essential 
drivers of meeting effectiveness and productivity, and they will 
pay a premium to get them. We can see a real market out there 
for tools that improve their employees’ collaboration.’

www.revolabs.com 

www.yamahacommercialaudio.com
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with a Dante-based option for networked audio, the Net I/O SB 
32.24. ‘SSL has actually been making network I/O for some 
time,’ reasons Mr Ferriday. ‘Traditionally 
this has been a broadcast product, it’s not 
something we’ve sold into the live market in 
the past. However, the new Dante stagebox 
has been designed specifically for live sound. 
We’re still using the same super analogue mic 
pres as we do on the broadcast device, but we 
now have a different form factor which is more 
appropriate for live.’

The unit includes 32 mic/line inputs, 16 
analogue outs, four AES/EBU inputs and four 
AES/EBU outputs. However, it is on the back 
panel where the new stagebox offers something unique. Here 
there are two pairs of redundant Dante network ports. 
‘In addition to the Network A redundant pair, there is a 
second redundant pair on the back of the box which 
provides a gain compensated Dante split,’ furthers Mr 
Ferriday. ‘This channel includes the gain differential 
audio. The audio coming out of here will not be 
changed by anything that happens on the input 
gains from the control console.’

This means that the box can operate as two discrete 

networks. ‘These two networks are invisible to each other,’ 
explains Mr Ferriday. ‘If one is connected to a broadcast truck, 
the live audio network is invisible to the broadcast truck and 
whatever they are doing in there is completely invisible to the 
live network. This is the digital equivalent of a transformer 
isolated switch. There is no possible interaction between the 
two networks.’

While the ability to have two separate networks offers some 
clear advantages, Mr Ferriday is equally convinced that 
Dante networking in the live environment is a positive thing 
for engineers to do. He offers the example of a conventional 
live show setup with an FOH console and a monitor console, 
a truck to record the show on a separate console and a feed 
for the house broadcast. ‘We have some conventional Madi 
I/O and some Dante I/O which is connected directly to the 

network,’ he begins. ‘The Madi I/O goes 
directly into the monitor console to run 
the absolute minimum latency between 
the I/O and the monitor board. Via the 

Dante bridge, you then split that off into the Dante network 
where that is then shared between the FOH console, the 
recording console, the broadcast console, the OB truck and 
all of that audio is available to all the desks. It’s bi-directional 
too, so if you want to take audio back from the broadcast truck, 
such as the audience mics or the ambience, we can ask the 
broadcast truck to send us an ambient feed back into the 
network and we can pick that up where ever we want. It gives 
you a tremendous amount of flexibility about where the audio 
goes to and it allows you to build up very large complex audio 
networks quite simply and very inexpensively because it is 
using standard switches and Cat-5 cable.’

Expanding the Live family into different markets was always 
going to be the sensible option for SSL. But by embracing 
the potential of audio networking for the concert market, the 
manufacturer has shown that all that time in development has 
been well spent.

www.solidstatelogic.com
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The Dante enabled stagebox allows for two separate networks

The desk has been designed to allow the connection of various peripherals
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current Solaro family consists of FR1 and QR1 modular 

The design of the Solaro FR1 processor is based on 
a Linux platform and utilises Xilica Designer universal 
configuration software. From the front, the 19-inch 1RU 
chassis simply incorporates a front panel OLED display 
and rotary wheel. However, the full modularity of Solaro 
becomes evident from the rear. Sixteen card slots can 
accept either 2-channel audio input and output cards or 
4-channel GPIO cards for either input or output. Providing 
enhanced flexibility, further cards can be inserted for other 
I/O requirements including AES/EBU, USB audio and 

Operating at a sample rate of 48kHz, Solaro QR1 uses 
the same input, output and DSP processing architecture 
as the larger FR1. Named for its ¼-rack dimensions, QR1 
is based on the same Linux platform and incorporates a 
dual core processor drive to provide modular I/O flexibility. 
Eight card slots can accept either 2-channel audio input 

to connect iOS and Android devices with any third-
party controller such as AMX and Crestron. 
Just as the Neutrino series was updated to 

incorporate Dante networking, Mr Chow is keeping 
an eye on networking trends when it comes to other 

protocols on the market. ‘Xilica has to remain open-
minded if we are to maximise Solaro’s potential,’ he 
stresses. Mindful of the fact that the new platform allows 
Xilica to network with other manufacturers, the company 
understands that collaboration with other manufacturers 
will be the key to future successes. ‘Collaboration with 
similar-sized companies allows us to collectively compete 
in the market,’ he adds.
Judging by the increased market acceptance of Neutrino 

during the past decade, Solaro is poised to take this 
relatively young company to the next stage of development. 
Xilica’s headquarters in the northern Toronto suburb of 
Stouffville in many ways symbolises both Mr Chow and the 
company he’s created. There may not be a sign to promote 
the industrious activities that lie within, but the door is 
open and the atmosphere is friendly. Ditto Solaro.

www.xilica.com

The design of the Solaro FR1 processor is based on 
a Linux platform and utilises Xilica Designer universal 
configuration software. From the front, the 19-inch 1RU 

to connect iOS and Android devices with any third-
party controller such as AMX and Crestron. 
Just as the Neutrino series was updated to 

incorporate Dante networking, Mr Chow is keeping 
an eye on networking trends when it comes to other 

protocols on the market. ‘Xilica has to remain open-
minded if we are to maximise Solaro’s potential,’ he 
stresses. Mindful of the fact that the new platform allows 
Xilica to network with other manufacturers, the company 
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protecting consumer security – for result6. Not having a 

going to be put to market are much smaller than with a 
product of result6’s price. Although the R&D cost is higher, 
the amount per speaker isn’t.’
Although the result6 will not have the exact same sound 

dynamics as its predecessors, it will share the one common 
trait that Peter Thomas – who started up the company 
back in 1991 with his partner Adrian Loader – always 

demands from his team. ‘We always strive for accuracy and 
neutrality,’ he says. ‘That’s the goal with all of our products. 
I suppose it is a little bit like high-resolution television. The 
detail gets better with the more money that is spent. If you 
listen to the result6 and put them against the twotwos, they 
will sound very similar in balance when you switch between 
them, which is important, but the difference will be that 
the twotwos will have more resolution, detail and be more 
analytical. And they should, because they cost a lot more.’
The result6 has broadened horizons for PMC with 

imminent and similar projects in the pipeline set to once 
again excite Peter Thomas and his team. 

www.pmc-speakers.com
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PMC’s international sales director Miles Roberts expects 
big things from result6 in China
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considerations were, what the volume of the room is, the 
distance for the seating positions. We’ve taken screen grabs of 
every elevation, plus an isometric, plus all the seating angles, 
polar coordinates, fields of view and viewing angles. It takes 
weeks to do something like this manually.’

Understandably the solution has garnered a lot of attention 
since its launch. And with many of the manufacturers on its 
database working across both the residential and commercial 
sphere, requests were soon being made for the software to be 
upscaled to handle larger rooms and speaker placement for 
3D audio applications such as Dolby Atmos. However, this was 
not a simple process.

‘It was lots and lots of subtle little things that we had to look at 
to do the big rooms,’ explains Mr Singleton. ‘We had to build a 
polar to Cartesian coordinate converter that changes the polar 
coordinates of smaller rooms into the Cartesian coordinates that 
you would use for larger spaces. It uses trigonometry to work out 
what the hypotenuse is, what the angle is and then it converts 
that to two Cartesian coordinates, which are how far along and 
how far up as compared to sitting and firing polar coordinates 
from something. Otherwise you could end up with a height 
channel on the wall whereas you really want it on the ceiling. It 
allows everything to track with the correct azimuth and tow.

‘The second thing was creating the capability to handle tiered 
seating,’ he continues. ‘We had to look at everything from polar 
response graphs to off-axis response and acoustical insertion 
points for the loudspeakers.’

The move has also seen specifications from a variety of new 
loudspeaker manufacturers added to TCD’s database. ‘We’ve 
been talking to people about their bigger, horn-loaded, much 
more professional systems,’ notes Mr Singleton. ‘It’s trying to 
address that commercial application aspect and, with this data, 
we are in a much better position to cover that commercial sphere.’

Mr Singleton is keen that the commercial addition to TCD 
does not cause confusion for his users. ‘I deal with people in 
the commercial sphere, I understand that it is very complex 
and they don’t want to sift through a database of nonsense. 

I want a database that is filtered so that they’re not confused 
by products and brands that are not applicable,’ he reasons. 
‘So with one button click, users can filter the database for just 
the professional ranges from the various speaker or projector 
manufacturers. That will make it a much more professionally 
driven commercial database.’  

With the solution now able to handle the added complexities 
of large-scale theatre design, Mr Singleton is quick to point 
to the potential benefits TCD can bring to a new marketplace, 
most notably in time savings. ‘Because I have been doing this 
a long time, I knew what a problem it was for me,’ he reflects. 
‘When you are doing 5.1 or 7.1 it’s easy. When you’re doing 32 
channels of discretely rendered audio, most people wouldn’t 
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One of the advantages of network blending is an immediacy 
for broadcasters. This kind of technology has the ability to 
communicate with the broadcaster’s auto-acquire system to 
simplify the satellite connection process. As such, news crews do 
not have to schedule satellite time, which saves them valuable 
set-up time and removes the constraint of broadcasting within a 
set period. 

Network blending delivers the required bandwidth to its users 
no matter what the external environment presents, taking the 
best attributes of both transmission paths – cellular and satellite 
IP – and fusing them into one. There should be no loss of 
connectivity when it switches between cellular and satellite and 
the operator in the field doesn’t have to worry about which they 
are connected to, because it happens automatically, so they can 
get on with their primary job of capturing the action. Crews can 
focus on setting up quickly and sending the live shot back to the 
broadcast facility. 

Most satellite vehicles with existing Ka-band or Ku-band 
satellite equipment can be upgraded for compatibility with 
network blending. As an example, a Newtec Dialog IP modem, 
configured for the service, is provided as part of the CellSat 
solution, which includes Dejero transmission and receiving 
equipment, software, connectivity services to the CellSat 
network, cloud management and support. Satellite time 
becomes freely available to boost bandwidth when needed. To 
achieve this, CellSat has been integrated with Newtec’s Mx-DMA 
technology as part of the Newtec Dialog platform. Mx-DMA 
combines SCPC and TDMA to flexibly manage bandwidth on 
demand, while avoiding fragmentation of the space segment.

To set up a network blending solution, the broadcaster can 
equip a vehicle with either a mobile transmitter or a rack-
mounted encoder – compatible cellular antennas and IP satellite 
modems – while satellite terminal equipment can be added 
at the broadcast facility and a receiver can reconstruct the 
transmitted video for SDI or IP playout. 

If a broadcaster chooses to go with CellSat for their network 
blending, the solution is managed from a browser through 

a cloud-based management system, which allows users to 
remotely control equipment, monitor live feeds, route content to 
the desired broadcast facility and view performance data and 
billing reports. 

A network blended architecture should be designed so that 
live pictures and sound are sent over whatever data bandwidth 
is available and delivered to whichever location or locations 
the broadcaster requires. As such, the system should be as 
applicable for live links between continents as it is across town. 
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business case for the CS-700 now. ‘We’ve brought that to 
market for these smaller rooms where the use cases are very 
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with a Dante-based option for networked audio, the Net I/O SB 
32.24. ‘SSL has actually been making network I/O for some 
time,’ reasons Mr Ferriday. ‘Traditionally 
this has been a broadcast product, it’s not 
something we’ve sold into the live market in 
the past. However, the new Dante stagebox 
has been designed specifically for live sound. 
We’re still using the same super analogue mic 
pres as we do on the broadcast device, but we 
now have a different form factor which is more 
appropriate for live.’

The unit includes 32 mic/line inputs, 16 
analogue outs, four AES/EBU inputs and four 
AES/EBU outputs. However, it is on the back 
panel where the new stagebox offers something unique. Here 
there are two pairs of redundant Dante network ports. 
‘In addition to the Network A redundant pair, there is a 
second redundant pair on the back of the box which 
provides a gain compensated Dante split,’ furthers Mr 
Ferriday. ‘This channel includes the gain differential 
audio. The audio coming out of here will not be 
changed by anything that happens on the input 
gains from the control console.’

This means that the box can operate as two discrete 

networks. ‘These two networks are invisible to each other,’ 
explains Mr Ferriday. ‘If one is connected to a broadcast truck, 
the live audio network is invisible to the broadcast truck and 
whatever they are doing in there is completely invisible to the 
live network. This is the digital equivalent of a transformer 
isolated switch. There is no possible interaction between the 
two networks.’

While the ability to have two separate networks offers some 
clear advantages, Mr Ferriday is equally convinced that 
Dante networking in the live environment is a positive thing 
for engineers to do. He offers the example of a conventional 
live show setup with an FOH console and a monitor console, 
a truck to record the show on a separate console and a feed 
for the house broadcast. ‘We have some conventional Madi 
I/O and some Dante I/O which is connected directly to the 

network,’ he begins. ‘The Madi I/O goes 
directly into the monitor console to run 
the absolute minimum latency between 
the I/O and the monitor board. Via the 
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The Dante enabled stagebox allows for two separate networks

The desk has been designed to allow the connection of various peripherals
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RADIAL ENGINEERING has 
developed its KL-8 keyboard 
mixing station with pro keyboard 
players in mind. Up to four 
keyboards can be connected 
in mono or stereo, each with 
their own level controls and 
LED indicators, along with the 
ability to bring them in and out 
of the signal path to keep noisy 
keyboards muted until they are 

needed. A stereo aux send/
receive channel is available to 
feed rackmount reverbs and 
delays or effects pedals. It can 
also
be used as an additional 

input for a fifth keyboard 
or reconfigured to allow an 
alternative audio source 
such as a click track to feed 
the headphones and stage 
monitors.
Both the main outputs and 

monitor outputs are provided 
over transformer-isolated 
balanced XLRs, with ground 
lift switches to eliminate hum 
and buzz from ground loops. 
The main outputs are also 
transformer-isolated to further 
reduce noise. Both sets of 
outputs can be summed to 

mono for use with systems that 
have limited channel availability. 
Dual ¼-inch headphone outputs 
are also included for local 
monitoring and testing. A cue 
system allows any keyboard 
input to be muted from the 
overall mix and fed directly 
to the headphones to silently 
check patch settings without 
feeding signal to the audience.

The KL-8 is also a digital 
inter face, with MIDI and USB 
connections. Redundant USB 
connections mean that users 
can have a backup laptop 
plugged in and ready to go 
should the primary source fail; 
this is especially helpful for 
keyboard players who are also 
controlling playback for backing 
tracks during the performance. 
An optional JR1-L remote 
footswitch can be employed to 
switch between the USB inputs. 
Stereo insert points allow a 
single volume pedal to control 
all keyboard outputs, and a link 
feature can be used to connect 
multiple units together and 
expand the KL-8 inputs.

www.radialeng.com

LISTEN TECHNOLOGIES has 
replaced the Audio Everywhere 
solution, which allows plug-and-
play streaming of wireless audio 
over existing Wi-Fi networks for 
assistive listening, with the new 
Listen Everywhere system. Listen 
Technologies acquired the Audio 
Everywhere brand and products 
from ExXothermic in December 
2017 and it initially replaced Listen 
Technologies’ own ListenWiFi 
solution. Listen Everywhere is 
designed as a low-latency solution 
for use in environments where 
visitors may have trouble hearing 
a source over the ambient noise 
or where the distance between the 
guest and the source is too great.
The new Listen Everywhere 

includes upgraded hardware, a 
streamlined finish and a new server 

with a variety of pro audio outputs. 
The system can be added to a 
venue’s existing wireless network 
and allows guests to stream audio 
from sources such as televisions 
directly to their smartphones or 
tablets via a free app. The app can 
be customised to incorporate a 
facility’s branding when users log in.
As well as listening, Listen 

Technologies is getting people 
talking with two new additions to its 
ListenTalk range: the LKR-11 and 
LKR-12 receivers. These listen-only 
receivers are designed for situations 
where a two-way conversation is 
not essential and one-way speech 
will suffice, such as in assistive 
listening applications, educational 
lectures and tourist attractions. 

www.listentech.com

Keyboard control Audio Everywhere starts to listen
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COMBINING CONTRAST ratio, durability and 
affordability, the APS Series of 3LCD laser 
projectors from Christie delivers 6,500 
ISO lumens, and a five-year 
and 10,000-hour warranty, 
whichever comes first. The 
LWU650-APS and LWU530-
APS have been designed for 
classrooms, boardrooms 
or other small-space 
environments. They feature 
an efficient laser illumination 
system and patented optical 
light path design that uses 
only one motor. ‘The patented 
optical light pass design 
changes the excitation light 
spot shape from a round spot to a 
rectangular shape and disperses the energy 
on the phosphor wheel, which improves the 
reliability of the phosphor wheel,’ explained 
Jim Hall, senior product manager, Christie. 
‘Featuring flexible input/output options, an 
on-board 16W speaker and omnidirectional 
design and whisper-quiet operation, the APS 
Series provides razor-sharp image quality 
whether it’s a presentation, dataset or 
video.’

The Mirage 304K is a 30,000-lumen, 3DLP, 
4K projector combining a compact form 
factor, light weight, powerful processing and 
user-friendly features such as built-in warping 
and blending, nearfield communication 
monitoring and an at-a-glance preview 
screen. Based on the industry’s only 4K, 
true 120Hz capable projection system and 
featuring Christie’s TruLife electronics, 
the Mirage 204K has been built for 
omnidirectional deployment and can 
be mounted and operated in any 
orientation.
The Secure Series of flat panels 

has been developed for government, 
corporate or military environments, or 
other facilities that require top 
security at all times. The first 
two models are the SUHD551-L 
and SUHD651-L and include 
OPS slot, UHD resolution and 
USB playback. ‘Customer 
requirements for a 
professional secure display 
without RF are going largely 
unmet,’ said Jim Hall, 
senior product manager, 
Christie. ‘This series 
includes compliance with 
current TAA requirements. 

The panels do not have radio frequency 
functionality, so no unauthorised users can 

security.’

Razor-sharp quality
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